
The stretched carpentry is para seismic

and may build houses, barns, bridges

and foundations for large constructions.

It is built without any king post truss

what leaves a large space that ordinary

carpentry do not bring. The innovation

is in the hardware and could be

exported worldwide. A first prototype

could be built in Nevada and shown on

the marina of the Vendée Globe 2016,

in France.

MARKETS

>>> Marinas for houseboats in

California, Florida and

worldwide.

>>> The Silicon Valley has a

plan to build an offshore to host

its employees. This technology

could bring a large panel of

solutions.

>>> Large barns without any

king post truss for hosting heavy

and high working engines.

>>> This technology is

particularly adapted to soils that

may move and weakness the

structure.

>>> This technology works with

wood, steel and natural fibers.

This innovation has been patented. There are two French patents, one US patent and one

European patent. Other patents are pending to create the hardware.

Para seismic constructions

I brought the maquette in Las Vegas and may
demonstrate how it works to engineers of the UNLV
the “Society of Fire Protection Engineers”, and the
“Insurance Institute for Business & Home Safety”.

Drafts made with engineers
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The innovation brought to the stretched carpentry has shown that among the 33 claims, 33 were new,

with an inventive activity and possible industrial applications. A patent does grant that a market will

have to follow the rules of the OMPI, but it does not grant that the innovation brings real technical

Introduction

transformation of the process into a real product.

>>> The Stretched carpentry is still a process, and I want to make it to become a product.

Models have been built. We have learnt from the model to analyze the technology, but the innovation

of the stretch carpentry has been a challenge to the engineers because carpentry has become almost

a mechanic, moving, flexible, with new vocabulary, new concepts, and kinetic that make the

technology stable and strong. The computers did not know how to consider the carpentry other than

without the kinetic, and the engineers did not know other means to go throught the demonstration.

>>> This short presentation will explain why I want to set up a partnership with UNLV.

solutions to the market or that

economically, the goals are

achieved. A patent is an economical

choice usually made in order to

industrialize a product, but it not yet

is a running process. To have a

product running on the market, we

have to go through the



PICTURES

Left : A traditional Batak Toba

house from Sumatra, Indonesia.

Middle: The roof of the Clairmont

Abbey in Mayenne, France. The

carpentry is made of rafters and

purlins.

Right: A Nayarit house from

Mexico. The shape is very

similar to some Batak houses, in

Indonesia.

From 1992 to 1995, I have conducted an ethnographical work staying 8 months in Indonesia where I

have compiled drawings, records and information. In June 1995, I wrote a manual made of two books

showing the technologies, the tools, woods, and the means to use them. From 1995 to 1998, I have

compiled the data around the history of those technologies and wrote another book to sum up the

historical data that may explain part of the ethnographical knowledge. In 1999, I wrote another book

about the geometry and the golden ratios. In 2005, after the tsunami, I managed my research to

transform an ethnographic work into an innovative technology that the people may acknowledge. It

has become the stretched carpentry, with a strong passed and a wonderful future.

>>> The Nayarit Culture, in Mexico, has probably inherited from the Asian technologies. To

know this technology is also a mean to know its history and people.

Learning from ethnography
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THE INNOVATIONS

>>> One or more load-bearing structure(s)

>>> One or more load-beared structure(s)

>>> Many shapes possible from the combination of

the structures, round, square, irregular and curve

shapes.

>>> The two structures are separated with a

pendulum that stops the transmission of the

vibrations from one to another structure.

>>> A lever system to convert horizontal loads into

vertical loads.

>>> A bracing system that works with tension and

compression.

>>> The bracing use shock absorbers and preload

constraints.

>>> The rafters are radiant to preload the structure.

>>> Tensors keep the rafters tight together.

When we speak about carpentry, we usually mean bars and nodes, whatever the materials

are. The stretched carpentry is made of nodes and bars, but it also uses levers, slings and

shock absorbers. It also use the self-weight of the materials to force the stability of the

structure.

One very simple model has been designed to analyze all the constraints of the structure. The

model is 11 meters long ( 36ft 15/64in) and 7 meters large (22ft 1119/32in). This is enough

big to show the limits, but not too much to keep it simple. The model is made of two different

structures, one load-bearing and one load-beared. The innovation comes from the way one

structure carries the other and how both keep stable.

The technology has been designed to stand seisms and winds and bring economical

solutions that may be implemented on hard fields, such humanitarian relief. It is easy to build

on a small scale, but it may also be easy to build on more large scales, such bridges and

gates. This is a kind of carpentry particularly adapted for women carpenters because it may

use  small  sections  of  solid  wood,  8  cm  square  (0ft  35∕32in  square)  for  the  loadbearing

structure of the 11x7 meters prototype.

The innovation
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This invention relates to the field of construction, in

particular anti-quake construction and relates to all types of

buildings or structures. This invention relates more

particularly to a high-resistance construction, in particular

anti-quake. In this application, the term "construction"

designates any type of building, bridge or edifice erected,

but this definition can also simply extend to "foundations"

as the invention can be implemented in the form of a

foundation and as such form for example a substructure

whereon it is possible to erect any type of structure.

A first problem in the field of constructions relates to the

resistance, in particular in terms of stability and flexibility

(resistance to deformation). Indeed, the conventional

constructions and foundations of prior art often have a lack

of resistance to difficult conditions, in particular at the

climate level (violent winds and storms for example) and/or

geological (earthquakes and landslides for example). In

general, conventional constructions have an insufficient

absorption of vibratory phenomena. Anti-quake foundations

and constructions are known in prior art that have the

advantage of being more resistant than conventional

foundations and constructions. A second problem in the

field thus concerns the complexity of the arrangement and

implementation of constructions and of their foundations in

order to satisfy the first resistance problem. Indeed, the

foundations and constructions that are able to withstand

high stresses are generally complex and expensive. A third

problem relates to the forces that are exerted on the

constructions, and in particular the foundations, by erected

structures which bear down with all of their weight and exert

primarily vertical forces. This problem leads to complexity

and substantial construction costs as the constructions

must be able to withstand these direct vertical forces. The

latter problem is moreover aggravated in difficult conditions.

Constructions (called here "sustained") are known in prior

art in which an erected structure rests on a bearing

structure that supports the erected structure, as for

example in U.S. patent 5,359,821, or constructions (called

here "suspended") wherein the erected structure is

suspended from a bearing structure which retains the

erected structure in suspension, as for example in patent

applications US3789174, FR2736671A1 or US2035009A.

Constructions are therefore generally not suspended and

sustained at the same time. In addition, constructions are

known in prior art wherein bracing is used, i.e. bars or

shafts arranged obliquely in relation to the elements that

they stabilize, for example thanks to a triangulation or a

cross (for example a cross of Saint Andrew, in particular in

the case of frames). However, this type of bracing generally

uses, as for example in U.S. patent 5,359,821, shafts or

supports (braces) which are arranged in a vertical plane

(according to an oblique orientation between the horizontal

plane and the vertical plane of the construction). This type

of arrangement has the advantage of stabilizing the

construction by providing resistance to the lateral forces.

The shafts are generally arranged in pairs and each pair is

arranged in a plane parallel or perpendicular to the other

pairs. This type of arrangement has the disadvantage of

requiring many shafts or supports and of not optimizing the

stabilization in the various directions of space and of not

satisfactorily responding to the problems mentioned

hereinabove. Finally, the shafts are generally fixed by rigid

fasteners, at least on one of the erected or bearing

structures, as for example in U.S. Patent 5,359,821 wherein

the lower fastener is articulated while the upper fastener is

rigid. This type of fastener has the disadvantage of risks of

breaking under the stresses exerted.

On the other hand, suspended anti-quake constructions are

known in prior art wherein absorbers are used which limit

the oscillations. Indeed, the systems of construction of prior

art, as for example in applications US3789174A,

FR2736671A1 or US2035009A, often use absorbers

formed by cylinders or other elastic means in order to slow

down any oscillations that the suspended structure is

subjected to. This type of elastic means has the

disadvantage of only absorbing or slowing down the

oscillations but of not providing a satisfactory stabilization.

In this context, it is interesting to propose a construction or

a foundation that is resistant and stable, while still being

simple, inexpensive and easy to implement. In this regard,

it can also be interesting to propose a construction that

allows a load offset. This invention therefore has for

purpose to overcome at least one of the disadvantages of

prior art,by proposing a high-resistance construction.

Abstracts of the US patent
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The stretched carpentry is a system before to be a wooden
structure. To explain the principals of this system, I have been
working with the CRITT-Bois of Epinal, an organization that
received an habilitation from the French Ministry of Research
to work on R&D programs regarding the development of wood
technologies.

Three engineers have been working 18 months on this
technology, but noting could come out from it, because wood
engineers do not understands the simplests principles of a
lever. The stretched carpentry uses levers and the mechanics
to solve the few innovations that have been patented.

The engineering

The lever is
wrong

The results
cannot be 0

The pendulum
cannot be one

beam

On the model designed by the
CRITT-Bois, the roof carries
the foundations, and even
discussions and negotiations
could not make them change
their model. They were
wrong, but they were young,
proud and sat at a level little
upper me.

I paid 25.000 euros (with all
taxes) and I could not get the
work done properly. The
engineers spent 18 months
working on this very little
model for a job they never
achieved.

After the CRITT-Bois experience, I
have “rent” an engineer from the
ITECH Company to make the
modelization of a lever. It took half
a day and 1100 euros !



I did not give up on the research, but I managed to make some “self-
engineering”. I bought the software that the CRITT-Bois was using, I had
trainings to learn how to use the software and “I broke the rules”.

The CRITT-Bois had tried to turn the prototype into a wooden carpentry,
while wood was only an option, and the main goal was to make the
demonstration of the system and the way it works, not only with wood, but
more generally as a system of bars and nodes. I went back in my memory
and my study of the ethnography, the reasons why I had designed the
model with this shape and I considered that the pendulum was not a beam
but a structure by itself. The software has shown that it worked.

In “Building Construction Illustrated”, page 2.10 from Francis D.K CHING -
ed. Wiley - 2014 : “The natural period of a structure varies according to its
height above the base and its dimension parallel to the direction of the
applied forces. Relatively stiff structures oscillate rapidly and have short
periods while more flexible structures oscillate more slowly and have longer
periods.” (...) “Any lateral load applied at a distance above grade generates
an overturning oment at the base of a structure. For equilibrium, the
overturning moment must be contrebalanced by an external restoring
moment and an internal resisting moment provided by forces developed in
column members and shear walls. A restoring moment is provided by the
dead load of a structure acting about the same point of rotation as the
overturning movement. Building codes usually require that the restoring
moment be at least 50% greater than the overturning moment.”

>>> That is what the pendulum is made for. It lowers the gravity center of
the load-beared structure, it accentuates the dead-loads, and it restores the
moments.
>>> The internal resisting moment is implemented by the bracing system.

Self engineering



If wood carpentry cannot show properly how the streched carpentry may work, I have
decided to change the strategy. Without wood, there is no more problem, and as
carpenters and engineers seem to reject the innovation, then why shall I work with
them ? Fabric has become my material and the sewing machine my tool.

I have devided the different parts of the carpentry into bars and nodes, as studied when
drawing the « self-engineering » structure. The question when making a research is
« where to search ? ». To answer the question, I have made a real model with fabrics,
and study the model with a camera. With Cloudcompare, I can analyze the moving
pictures and see which parts of the structure may need a real study. Here starts the
design of the hardware and the shape of a product.

The product has become an adiabatic tent, designed for the insulation of a mobil home.
The adiabatic system may also protect the homes and goods against fire. It may also
be used for the production of water (See the French Patent). It’s easy to make, easy to
export and considering the protection of the homes against fire, such in California, the
engineering would have to adapt the system to the shape of each house, what mean
the creation of services dedicated to this technology.

The materials



In California, every house is designed to resist a fire. Anyway, every year, houses and goods perish on
large land fires. Houses are protected from the inside to contain the spread of a fire, but they are not
protected from the outside when heat, flames, winds are coming. The concept of the adiabatic tent is
to protect the houses from the outside. The tent is raised to contain the house but here is the deal.
How to raise it above an existing building ?

The answer comes with the study of half the structure. It has been made stable to build one half side
at a time. When both side are raised, they connect on the ridge. The adiabatic system is made of fabric
protected against fire. The space between the outside and the inside is full with steam water.

The water is also used as a solid to raise the structure as air would do in inflatable architecture, but
the water goes through small canals where solid compression is needed. If we compare water to
electricity, there will be a difference between solid and stranded wires. The skin effect may cause many
problems that Litz wires may solve. The question is, does water have a « skin effect » and what is the
resistance of solid and stranded wires fielded with water?

Instead of fire protection, would it be possible to use the fabric to make sun power. Would the fabric
be transparent, colored, designed. How to turn the technology into a real architecture ?

The materials



The stretched carpentry use levers, slings and shock absorbers. The engineering of slings already

have a huge literature about principles and rules. The purpose of the R&D project will focus on the

way to adapt this knowledge to construction building. Medical prosthesis are also a knowledge that

already have a very large literature. The purpose of the R&D project will be to see how the literature

could apply for the design of shock absorbers.

Slings and levers increase the kinetic loads, but here also, the literature answers the many questions

about the way to solve them. The comparison between slings, levers, prosthesis and other systems

may help to solve the use of kinetic into a building.

The ehnographic work is a great source of information with different materials, different solutions

and different ways to build them.

More innovation

The kinetic is not a problem. In “Building Construction

Illustrated”, page 2.08 from Francis D.K CHING - ed. Wiley -

2014 : “Impact loads are kinetic loads of short duration due to

moving vehicles, equipment, and machinery. Building codes

treat this load as a static load, compensating for its dynamic

nature by amplifying the static load.” Then page 2.09 : “Flutter

refers to the rapid oscillation of a flexible cable or membrane

structure caused by the aerodynamic effects of wind. Tall,

slender buildings, structures with unusual or complex shapes,

and lightweight, flexible structures subject to flutter require

wind tunnel testing or computer modeling to investigate how

they respond to the distribution of wind pressure”.

Below : traditional shock absorbers designed from a

traditional Batak Toba house.



Shock absorbers may use mechanical systems. From the study of snips, shears and loppers, we may

also understand how to convert the direction and the weight of the loads.

Lastly, I have managed in 1999 a large study about the golden ratios. I believe that there is not one

golden ratio, but at least two and that Egyptian engineers used both of them to build the Cheops

pyramid. Pi was the second one, to find the perfect equilibrium of the loads. Ratios were not mystery

numbers. They were the only way to make the engineering. Archimedes has transmitted some

drawings that may apply to the stretched carpentry.

More engineering



Most the hardware is made of connectors. Here an extracts of the patent :

“As such, the shafts are more preferably sufficiently rigid in order to support a

portion of the load of the rigid structure, contrary to elastic means. It is understood

that the notions of rigidity and of elasticity, which are generally relative, here have

their definition in the capacity of rigid means in supporting a load, contrary to

absorbers that only offer an elasticity that is not able to bear a load and only able

to absorb the movement of the latter.  As such, the rigid means defined here can

naturally have a certain elasticity (according to the type of material used), in

particular (and no solely) in the case where the stabilization means are associate

with means for maintaining which provide a pre-stress, but which offer a resistance

that is sufficient in order to support at least a portion of the load that the

suspension means is subjected to.”

Next is a picture of a form field and sent to Strong Tie, in California. Strong Tie is a

business model for the stretched technologies. The R&D programs of Strong-Tie

are managed in California, while the company is leading its production for the

European market from its factory in France.

We could work with Strong-Tie. We could also manage to develop the hardware in

Nevada in partnership with the Nevada Manufacturers Association. Hardware is a

way to implement the standardization and standardization boost the business

(see http://standardsboostbusiness.org/).

The hardware



When I first draw the stretched carpentry, my willing was to design something safe, easy to build and economic. After

the tsunami, year 2004, most carpenters of the Sumatran villages had died because they were also fichermen, loading

ther boats when the tsunami happened. We had to rebuild with women, children and ederlies. People who had no

carpentry skills and knowledge. It has become a desaster as dozen of billions of dollars have been spent on

non-sustainable houses.

When working with the CRITT-Bois of Epinal, the French engineers and the French carpenters, it has become a

shame to say that firstly, the technology was designed for women carpenters, that it was also made to be cheap and

easy to build. It was also a shame to make it become an industrial product, and an economical value. I went in Las

Vegas in order to open the light in people’s mind and I want to show a kinda face of women at work. I have imagined

a show called the “The carpent’hers”, dancing, singing and building a model live on a swimming pool.

Innovation change the technologies, but it may change also the society
A woman can carry the water. She may also carry the heavy baskets of tea leaves. Why a woman would not be able

to carry a piece of wood ? As Rosie the riveter, I believe that the women can. The difference between a basket of tea

leaves and wood stands into the knowledge that a woman may be given at birth and during her maturation. To build

a carpentry, she must know the geometry, the maths, the engineering of the structure. She must learn and get

experience. Modern engineering has brought what traditional knowledge could not provide, the guts of a modern

society.

I always had to fight for my belief, and I came in Las Vegas to turn the fight into a win. I want to show that traditional

carpentry may not be suitable for women, but that innovation may bring other technologies more adapted to the

women. Women may not be strong, but they have a brain, thoughts, ideas, and a vision of the society that is

complementary to a society made for the men. What makes the difference is sometimes the motivations. In

developing countries, experience has shown that when women get the knowledge, the society becomes more rich,

more educated, more stable. Women won’t play at war and they manage their life to raise their family. Better homes

for a better society, and the fun to answer with a brain, rather than brutal muscles.

Innovation & entertainment

THE CARPENT’HERS
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The R&D program must lead to the creation of new products,

new activities, and new economical revenue. Hardware,

systems, engineering, labor, entertainment, export, innovation is

always a challenge because the first step starts with Human

Resources. How to involve the architects, engineers, workers,

carpenters on the field. There is no market without a team, and

innovation must be something they want to improve. The cost of

standards may be high and the risks have already brought me

to “bet on the house”.

A team is made of people you can trust. My experience in

France has shown that I could not trust the engineers, I could

not trust the attorneys in Intellectual Property, neither the

accountant to help me manage the R&D fundraising, refund of

taxes, exonerations, etc... I had to change attorneys twice and

accountant once. I have also improved to work with carpenters

that don’t understand how a womam may want to play their

game, and worth, patent her work !

I want to prove that I was right, that the system can protect

houses, people, economy and knowledge. I want to show that

we can build large roves without any king post truss, that it can

Goals

protect homes from earthquakes, from fire, and from an economical

crash. I want to show that innovation is a good place to invest and

win money.

Above : An ecoparc designed after the tsunami, year 2005, to

develop a sustainable market.


